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This week

Congratulations!

This Tuesday we welcome speakers from Many congratulations to Barrie Glover
Kempsey Camera Club and look forward to DPAGB BPE3 WSDP2 on his successes in the
seeing a varied and interesting selection RPS Nature Group Exhibition 2018.
from their members. Take a sneak preview
of the member galleries on their website Spittal Beach Formations was awarded a
where you will also recognise a couple of Selector’s Choice
WCC names…

Barn Owl Hunting - RPS Gold medal
Waxwing on Rowan - Highly commended
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Category A Digital Images acceptances
Barn Owl Hunting
Kingfisher Pair
Pheromone Testing
Waxwing on Rowan (see below)
Category B Digital Images acceptances
Winskill Limestone Pavement
Spittal Beach Formations (scored 15!)

AGM reminder
Remember the absolute deadline for
proposals for Rule changes is 20 March see last week’s newsletter.

AV Group Extra!
This week the AV Group is presenting a Sincere, if slightly belated, congratulations
selection of work to the Worcestershire also to Andrew Gagg FRPS who won the
AV Group (who came to us last season) on audience vote and the runner-up award in
Wednesday,
2pm
at
Wribbenhall the Open AV comp at the MidPhot AV
Community Centre, Shaw Hedge Road., Championships at the end of January with
excellent
and
interesting
Bewdley. DY12 1EX.. Free on-site parking,. his
Why not pop along for an afternoon’s Dendrochronology. (This will feature at
entertainment?

MidPhot on 25th March at Smethwick.)
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Alan Hollis

It is with great sadness that we have to inform the club of the death of one of its members,
Alan Hollis.
During his military career he had travelled widely with several postings.
Before moving to Worcester Alan had previously belonged to camera clubs in southern
England. Alan only joined our club in February 2017 after taking retirement and was looking
to rekindle his life-long enthusiasm for photography, but he is sadly leaving us with his full
photographic potential unrealised.
Many members will be familiar with the Hollis name; Alan’s son Brett owns Worcester
Computers and supports many members with their difficult IT issues. Worcester Computers
also sponsors the printing of our annual programme.
Alan will be sadly missed for the friendships that he established during his brief time with us
and the club is extending its condolences to Alan’s wife and family.

Sadly, it was just a year ago that Alan introduced himself to the Club via the newsletter with his unusual ‘Heart of Bees’
image - see page 4.
Background image Martin Addison FRPS
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Club services: Diploma Scheme update
We regularly feature members who have successfully completed a Diploma Topic and have been award their
certificate.

Pictures and comments about how much knowledge has been gained during the diploma process

also appear in Photonews. The Diploma section on the club website shows examples of recent successful work.
As Diploma Scheme coordinator I have a unique overview of the whole scheme. As the scheme is just over one
year old, it's a good moment to share the general picture with everyone.
There are four sections to the scheme. General, Specialist, Advanced Specialist and Exemption. The table below presents a broad view
of the scheme, how many people are participating and the topics they’ve chosen. There are currently 35 members in the scheme who
can choose from the 27 topics listed. For a full list of topics see the Diplomas section of the Members' Area. Totalling the number of
registrations doesn’t give a representative figure for current participation as members who progress from one topic to the next topic are
recorded each time they register. For example if someone registered for an 'Exemption', then, after success, registered for 'Landscape',
was again successful, then registered for 'Portrait', this would count as three registrations. The current total number of registrations,
including those who joined last week is 46. This is a very healthy figure and represents the outstanding success of this initiative.

Harry Wilkie’s WGDPpenel

Our first diploma success, Mike Rudge
featured on our Facebook page.

Keith, Val, Ann & Catherine - WGDP

Once registered for a diploma topic there’s no time pressure for completion.
Everyone works at their own speed. In most cases, all images from the topic
registration date count as eligible for the diploma. Advisers from the club are
on hand to help with all aspects and review work as it progresses. Some people
progress very rapidly whilst others take a while ‘to get their eye in’. Also family
needs and circumstances of health can impact upon availability. Sometimes the
project itself is lengthy and may require certain events or seasonal changes.
Members who have achieved success with the General Diploma or who hold
Photographic ‘Distinctions’ are automatically eligible to choose a Specialist
Topic. The ‘Exemption’ application is for those who don’t have either of the
above, but feel they are at a sufficient level to tackle a Specialised Topic. After presenting a selection of work for assessment and
gaining success they become eligible for
the Specialist Diploma Topics.

WCC

doesn’t offer a diploma certificate for
A portrait from

Exemption.

Ann

Hoath’s

panel and Ann
receiving

Clive Haynes FRPS

her

WGDP at WCC.

Diploma Scheme Coordinator
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Photographing Historic Buildings: discount offer!
I recently offered to support a project which is researching and recording farmsteads in
Worcestershire and I now collate their newsletter for them.
The latest edition contains a book review by the project leader Dr Alan Wadsworth. I
contacted Historic England, who published the book, for permission to use the book
cover, and they offered us a code f(or project and WCC newsletter readers) for a 20%
discount and free UK p&p using code PHB18. I know we have a number of architecture
and history enthusiasts, so thought this might be of interest, particularly to those
members documenting restorations etc such as St Swithun’s and Croome. (You can drop
hints for birthdays or Mother’s Day too!)
The code does work, too, I can confirm, as I’ve ordered a copy! The book looks very
interesting and you can browse through some sample pages by clicking on the cover
image (left).
Take a look….
Alan, as a historical researcher, found the book “interesting, informative and instructive”.
Whilst written for the serious recorder, it also has plenty to interest the photographer as reader, with abundant photographs and contents
ranging from the practicalities of location photography, via advice on photographing places of worship, to the process of undertaking a
photographic survey and post-production tips.
More info / buy a copy here.
Ruth

Was it you?
I went on one of Barrie's walks to Kinver
Edge on 13th January and loaned a 16Gb SD
card to someone who had forgotten to
bring a card. So far I haven't had it back! and I cannot recall who had the card from
me. The card may well have my initials on
the back - or they may have been rubbed
off. Would the person who borrowed it
please return it ASAP (to Bob Oakley if I’m
not around).
Martin Addison
Recent articles/images added to the WCC Flipboard magazine include how to use reference view in Lightroom, bird photography tips
for beginners, street photography, rdocumentary photographs from the Lewis Hine archive and the Lodz ghetto, American Fairs in
pictures, camera-less cyanotype seascapes and a conceptual landscape set in “The Sound of Music reimagined”.
There’s something for everyone in there - have a browse! Flipboard is free to use.

MCPF News
MCPF March news is online.

PAGB News

BJP

PAGB News 202 has plenty to interest

Take a look at the latest free-to-view

everyone. GB Cup winners feature.

feature articles from the British Journal
of Photography.
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Lofoten Islands

Martin Addison FRPS
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Darren’s Verona

Another interesting selection of shots
taken out and about in Verona
by Darren Leeson LRPS .
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Red & White

Like PhotoNews, I hope , black & white and re(a)d all over…
A set of snowy postboxes from Peter Willis.
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Diary
12-26 March WCC exhibition at Dudley Canal Trust (set-up is
on 12th) in the Portal Waterside Gallery.

Images for Science closes 18 March. Go and spot a WCC member ‘s print.
17-20 March, The Photography Show 2018 is at the NEC, Birmingham.
16-18 March SVR Spring Steam Gala
Poppies: Weeping Window is at Hereford Cathedral from 14
March until 29 April 2018. Why not set up a phototrip?
Vanley Burke exhibition Photographing Birmingham (free)
at BMAG until July.
New Art West Midlands includes photography in its multiple media showcase exhibition,
on until 6 May.
Dog lovers will already know it’s Crufts at the Genting Arena 811 March. Plenty of posing pooches!
Lots of cancellations and postponements with the snow, The
free AV event last Saturday has been re-scheduled to 29 April.
If you can get along there, email Martin Fry - and why not
share a ride with fellow WCC members via the ad hoc events
page?
11 March Roaming through Ribbesford guided walk with WWT Wyre Forest local group.
Flowers and Flutters. 12 March. Fnd out more about Worcestershire’s meadows and what
you can find there (when the weather improves!) at this talk in Droitwich.
17 March Forest of Dean WWT local group day out. Booking essential.
24th March Home Front weekend at the Commandery. Look out for a reschedule of the
English Civil Wars event too.
Last chance to see… Wildlife Photographer of the Year exhibition at Nature in Art j(ust
down the A38 near Gloucester) finishes on 18 March. A lovely place to visit.

Competitions and exhibitions
Cheltenham Salon closes 2 April and a new Watford Salon wants to encourage under18s to enter (by 8 April). Wessex Dragons International is also new, closes 29 March.
Worcestershire Wildlife Trust calendar competition is open.
Capture Yorkshire 2018: Last two chances to enter! Open theme, but must be based on
the Yorkshire landscape and taken in the last 5 years. Prizes include an Epson Photo
Printer, Paramo Jacket, Lee Filters & Permajet Paper. One entry per month until 30 April .
Win a trip to Greenland closes 25 March.
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